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ABSTRACT
For a compact subset X of eN (N EN) with non-empty interior a sequence (B,,)~_o
of function algebras on X is constructed such that
(i) C(X)=Bo :) B 1 :) B z :) .. .
(ii) for each n ;;;'O, B n +! is a maximal subslgebra of B«
(iii) ("\ Bn={f EC(X) : f is analytic on the interior of X}.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let A be a function algebra on a compact hausdorff space X, i.e. A
is a sup-norm closed point-separating algebra of continuous functions on
X containing the constants. L1A will denote the complex homomorphism
space of A. We will assume that X is metrizable which is equivalent with
separability of A and hence with metrizability of L1A.
If A and B are function algebras on X, A is called maximal in B if
A ~ B and if for any function algebra G on X with A C G C B either
G = A or else G = B. This generalizes the concept of maximal function
algebra on X, i.e, the case in which B=G(X) : B equals the algebra of
all continuous complex-valued functions on X. Maximality in function
algebras has been studied by many authors, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [6], [8],
AMS (MOS) subject classification (1970): 46 J 10
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[9], [10]. A very special type of an algebra A which is maximal in a given
function algebra B is gotten in the following way: let ep and tp be two
different elements of L1B, not both point evaluation at a point of X, then
A={/EB:ep(f)=tp(f)} is an algebra of codimension 1 in B, hence a
maximal subalgebra of B. More general: let B be a function algebra on
X and let
K1={epl, ... , <Ml}' K2={ept ... , ~}, ... , Km={ep'{', ... , ep~m' ep~m+l}
be subsets of L1B each meeting X in at most one point and such that all
the homomorphisms ¢i. are different. Then
{I E B: ept{f) = ... = <Ml(f),
epi(f) = ... =~(f), ... , ep'{'(f) = ... =ep~m(f)=ep~m+l(f)}
is a function algebra on X which is of codimension 1 (hence maximal) in
{f E B: ep~(f) = ... = <Ml(f) ,
epi(f) = ... =~(f), ... , ep'{'(f) = ... =ep~m(f)}·
The only other possibility for a function algebra on X to be of codi-
mension 1 in a function algebra B on X is that there exists ep E L1B and
a continuous point derivation D at ep such that A = {g E B: Dg= O}, [8].
An, almost trivial, way to obtain a pair of function algebras with the
smaller one maximal in the larger one is gotten as follows.
For Y closed in X and A and B function algebras on Y such that A is
maximal in B, {I E O(X): IIYEA} is maximal in {I E O(X): IIY E B} (here
IIY denotes the restriction of I to Y). This can easily be seen using the
generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem ([7], p. 39).
We will use the following notations.
IfA and B are function algebras on X such that A C B then n: L1B -+ L1A
denotes the natural restriction map, i.e. for ep E L1B, nep is the element of
L1A defined by nep(f)=ep(f), lEA. Note that tt is continuous. If Y is a
closed subset of X and d C O(X) then dl Y denotes the collection {II Y:
lEd}. D will be the closed unit disc in the complex plane and r its
boundary, i.e. D = {x EO: Ixl.;;; I}, r= {x EO: Ixl = I}. Finally for X
compact in ON (N E 11), P(X) is the function algebra on X generated by
the polynomials, R(X) is the function algebra on X generated by the
rational functions with pole sets not meeting X while A(X) consists of
all continuous functions on X which are analytic on the interior of X.
In [4] Grigoryan considers for function algebras A COon X the col-
lection of all function algebras B on X such that A C B C 0, ordered by
inclusion. He is interested in the cardinality of linearly ordered sets
(chains) in this collection especially of "long" chains. We consider here
also the collection d of all function algebras B on X such that
A C B C 0 and want to measure the "distance" from A to 0 by looking
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at "short" maximal chains in d. The difference in approach can be
seen in the following example [4].
Let Y = {x E q: 1..;;Ixl < 2}. X is the topological boundary of Y and
A=P(X), C=C(X). For 0,O<2n, let
Xo={XEX: either Ixl=2 or else O..;;argx..;;O}
A o= {f E C(X): flXo E P(Xo)}.
Then (Ao)r..o is an uncountable chain in d.
But there is also a maximal chain in d consisting of only three
elements [1]:
A C R(Y)IX C C(X).
In this note we will show that for the algebra A = A(X) where X is
a compact subset of ON with non-empty interior there exists a sequence
(Bn)':~o of function algebras on X such that
(i) C(X) = s, :)e, :) B z :) ...
(ii) for each n;;;.0, Bn+1 is maximal in B n
(iii) fl Bn=A;
in particular there is a countable maximal chain in d. The construction
will be done first for the case X = D; the proof for general sets X is based
on the construction in this special case.
Note that a sequence as above is not possible for every function algebra
A. For instance not if A is a normal function algebra on X: indeed, such
an algebra is not contained in a maximal function algebra of C(X). One
might wonder whether there exists a finite sequence
A(X)=Bm C B m- l C ... C B l C Bo=C(X)
where B n , n=O, 1, ... , m are function algebras on X such that B n is
maximal in B n- l for each n, n=l, 2, ... , m. We do not know the answer;
this question is related to the unsolved problem whether there exist
maximal subalgebras of C(X) with homomorphism space equal to X. The
algebra Bl in the sequence above would be such an algebra. This follows
from the following theorem [3]:
if A is maximal in B then either L1B C L1A or else there are CPl and cpz
in L1B, CPl=FCPZ, such that A={g E B: CPl(g)=CPZ(g)}.
The idea of the proof is to pinch together homomorphisms, a technique
that will be used frequently in this note. For this reason we give a sketch
of the proof:
let n: L1B -+ L1A be the natural restriction map; if there are cP and 1jJ
in L1A, CP=F1jJ, such that n-l(cp) contains at least two clements say CPl and
cpz and n-l (1jJ) contains at least two clements, then
A s; {f E B: CPl(f) = c/Jz(f)} s; B.
This contradicts the maximality of A in B. In a similar way one shows
that n-l(cp), cP E L1A, cannot contain more than two elements.
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2. THE CASE X =D
THEOREM 1
Let A ~ B be function algebras on a metrizable compact space X. Let
n: LJB -+ LJA be the restriction map. Suppose there is an open subset U
of LJA such that
(i) n: n-1( U) -+ U is a surjective open map
(ii) {I E B: 1 is constant on n-1(u) for each U E U}=A.
Then there exists a sequence (Bn)::"-o of function algebras on X such that
(i) B=BoJB1JB2J ...
(ii) for each n;;;. 0, B n+1 is of codimension 1 in Bn
(iii) f"\ Bn=A.
PROOF:
Let (Uf)( be a dense sequence in U. Then n-1(Uf) consists of more than
one point for an infinite number of indices i and moreover if an element
1E B is constant on ,.1(U() for each i then 1is constant on n-1(u) for each
U E U, so 1 belongs to A.
To prove these assertions let U E U such that n-1(u) consists of more
than one element. Such U do exist, otherwise A =B by (ii).
Let Y1, Y2 E n-1(u), Y1 i=Y2. Choose two disjoint open neighborhoods 01
and 02 of Ylo respectively y2 such that O( C n-1(U ), i= 1,2.
Then V =n01 f"\ n02 is an open subset of U containing u. If V would
be finite then u would be an isolated point of U, so of LJA, hence u E X
and u would be a peak point for A. Therefore n-1(u) is a peak set for B
meeting X at exactly one point. So n-1(u) must be a singleton, contra-
dicting the fact that Y1 and Y2 belong to n-1(u). Now V must contain
an infinite number of points Uf so the first assertion follows. Also if 1E B
such that I(Yl) i= I(Y2) we may assume without loss of generality that
1(01) f"\ 1(02)= 0, hence 1 is not constant on n-1(Uf) if Uf E V. This shows
that any 1E B which is not constant on a fiber n-1(u) is neither constant
on a fiber n-1(Uf). So assertion two follows.
Now choose for each i a dense (possibly finite) sequence (Y})J in n-1(Uf)
and define a sequence of function algebras B=BoJ B1 J B2 J ... , Bn
containing A = {I E B: 1 is constant on n-1(Uf) for each i} for each n;;;. 0
such that B n+! is of codimension 1 in Bn (n:> 0) and such that for each
i and j there is an n such that
So 1 E f"\ Bn if and only if 1 is constant on each fiber n-1(Uf), so 1 E f"\ Bn
if and only if 1E A.
Using theorem 1 one gets the announced result for the disc algebra.
THEOREM 2
There exists a sequence (Bn)::"-o of function algebras on D such that
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(i) C(D) = s, :> s, :> B 2 :> ..•
(ii) for each n> 0, Bn+1 is maximal in B fI
(iii) () B n = A(D).
PROOF:
Let B be the function algebra on D consisting of all continuous functions
I on D such that IIF EA(D)IF, i.e. all IEC(D) for which there exists
FE A(D) such that IIF=Flr. By Wermer's maximality theorem [10]
B is maximal in C(D). Moreover LJB consists of two copies of the disc
glued together along the rim of the disc. More precise: if n: LJB~
~ LJA(D) =D is the restriction map, then for each xED there are two
elements rpz and 'Pz in LJB such that n-l(x) = {rpz, 'Pz}: for I E B rpz(f) = I(x)
and 'Pz(f)=F(x). Note that for x E r rpz and 'Pz coincide.
Now n: LJB~ D is open and if IEB is constant on each fiber n-l(x)
then I=F so I E A(D). So we may apply theorem 1 to the pair offunction
algebras A(D), B: there exists a sequence (Bn)~-l of function algebras
on D such that B n+1 is maximal in B fI (n> 1), Bl=B and () BfI=A(D).
Putting B o= C(D) the sequence (Bn):-o satisfies the properties in the
statement of the theorem.
REMARK
If (x,), is dense in {x EO: Ixl < I}, such a sequence (BfI)~o can be defined
as follows:
Bo=C(D), Bl=B,
B n+1 = {/ EB: rpZl (f) = 'Pzl(f), ... , rpz,,(f) = 'Pz..(f)} for n> 1.
Before generalizing theorem 2 to the case where D is replaced by an
arbitrary compact subset in ON with non-empty interior, we give two
examples: the first one is an application of theorem 1, in the second one
we use the technique of identifying homomorphisms to show that for
every function algebra A on an uncountable metrizable compact space X
there exists a from A descending sequence of function algebras on X,
each algebra maximal in its predecessor, such that the intersection of this
sequence contains only the constant functions.
EXAMPLE 1
Let Xl=D, X2={XEO: 2"lxl<3}, X=Xl U X 2.
IfB is a function algebra on X with P(X) C B C R(X) then by [1] there
are three possibilities for B:B=P(X) and hence LJB={XEO: Ixl<3};
B=R(X) and LJB=X; IIX2EP(X2) for each IEB. In the last case we
use the notation IIXl = /l and IIX2= 12 for I E B; for the continuous
extension of /2 to {x EO: Ixl" 3} which is analytic on {x EO: Ixl < 3} we
will also use the symbol /2. Now consider the third case.
Let A=P(X); if n:LJB~LJA is the restriction map then for XEXl
n-l(x) oonaists of the elements rpz and 1jJz defined by rpz(f) = /l(x), 1jJz(f) = 12(X).
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It may happen that these homomorphisms for some x coincide on B. For
1 < Ixl <; 3 n-1(x) consists of the single element 1pz.
Choosing U = {x EQ: Ixl < I}, A and B satisfy the hypotheses of theo-
rem 1. Since the largest possible algebra B of the third type is
{f E R(X): flX2 E P(X2)}
and this algebra is maximal in R(X), [1], we have that for each function
algebra B with P(X) S; B C R(X) there exists a sequence (Bn)~-o of
function algebras on X such that B n+1 is maximal in B n (n;;;.O), Bo=B
and (l Bn=P(X).
EXAMPLE 2
We will show that for a function algebra A on X where X is an un-
countable metrizable compact space there is a sequence (Bn)~-o of function
algebras on X such that
(i) A =BoJ B1 J B 2 J '"
(ii) for each n;;;.0, B n+1 is maximal in B n
(iii) (l B« consists of the constant functions.
The important ingredient in the construction of the sequence (Bn)::"-o is
to find an algebra Bi, maximal in A, such that LJB1'!X.
Blumenthal [2] provides such a B1 using an idea of Rudin [9]. Choose
a peak interpolation set T in X for the algebra A such that T is homeo-
morphic to the Cantor set. O(T) then contains a maximal sub algebra 0
such that ,10 '!T [9]. Let B1 consist of all functions f E A such that fiT E O.
Then B1 is maximal in A [2] and LJB1'!X. Let U =LJB1\X. Choose disjoint
sequences (an)::"-l, (bn)::"-l, (Cn)::"-l such that
(an)n is dense in X
(bn)n is dense in U
(cn)n is dense in U.
Now define successively for n En
B 2n= {f E B 2n-1 : f(Cn) = f(cn+1)}
B 2n+1 = {f E B zn: f(an) = f(b n)}.
Since B1 separates points on LJB1, B n is a function algebra on X and
since B n+1 is of codimension 1 in B n, B n+1 is maximal in B«. Moreover
for f E (l B n
f(Cl) = f(cz) = '"
Since (cn)n is dense in U, f is constant, say lX, on U. But since f(an) =
=f(bn)=lX for each n En and (an)n is dense in X, f is constant on X.
3. THE GENERAL CASE
For the proof of the general case we need the following lemma of
Blumenthal [2]:
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Let B and A be function algebras on X such that Bl -L Al, B is not
contained in A and A is maximal in O(X). Then B () A is maximal in B.
THEOREM 3
Let X be a compact subset of ON (N E11) with non-empty interior.
Then there is a sequence (Bn)::"-o of function algebras on X such that
(i) O(X)-=Bo:J B1:J B2:J ...
(ii) for each n:> 0, Bn+l is maximal in Bn
(iii) ()Bn=A(X).
PROOF:
The case N = 1.
Let (Y,), be a sequence of closed discs contained in int X such that
U int Y,=int X. We choose dense sequences in these discs in such a way
that the sequences corresponding with different discs are disjoint sets
and such that the sequences do not meet the boundary of Y, for each i.
With every Y, there is associated a sequence (At)~o of function algebras
on X such that At+ 1 is maximal in At (j>0), Af=O(X) and
niAt = {I E O(X): IIY, E A( Y,)}.
The explicit form of the sequences (At)i follows from the remark following
the proof of theorem 2.
The essential set ([7], p. 64) of the algebras A~ consists of a circle
together with a finite number of points. One now constructs by a diago-
nalization process a sequence of function algebras (Bn)::"=o on X such
that Bn+l is maximal in Bn and Bn:J A(X) (n:> 0), Bo= O(X) and
IIY, E A( Y,) for each i if I E () B n . Each algebra B n is an intersection of
algebras of type At such that for any i and j there is some n such that
B; C At For each n;;;.0 either Bn+l is of codimension 1 in B; or else
Bn+l = Bn () At with Y, not involved in the definition of the algebra B«:
If Bn+l is of the second type, the essential set of At meets the essential
set of Bn in a finite number of boundary points of Y,. From Blumenthal's
lemma it then follows that Bn+l is maximal in Bn. For I E () B«,
IIY, E A(Y,) for each i hence I is analytic on int X, so IE A(X). Note
that the sequence (Bn)::"-o could look as follows:
O(X) =At At Ai () A~, A~ () At Ai () At Ai () A~ () At
Ai () A~ () A;, Ai () A~ () At Ai () A~ () At
Ai () A~ () A~, Ai () A~ () A~ () At ...
The case N> 1.
We give the proof for N = 2. This proof can easily be adjusted in order
to obtain the desired result for X C ON with N> 2. So let N = 2 and let
U be the interior of X. Let ((xl, xi)), be a dense sequence in U such that
for i =I- j xti= xl. Let De be a closed disc with center xl, as large as possible
such that {xl} x int D, cu. For each i F, denotes the boundary of D,. Now
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choose a dense sequence ((Yf,l, yl)}t in U such that for i#.j y;=I=y'f and
such that (1ft)t is disjoint from V Ft. For each i let Et be a closed disc
with center yl , as large as possible such that int E, x {yf}CU. For each set
Y of the form {xl} x D, or E, x {yl} we can construct a sequence (A.i:)r-o
offunctionalgebras onX such thatA.i:+1 is maximal inA.i: (k;;;.O), Ao=O(X)
and {'\ A k = {I E O(X): IIY is analytic on the interior of the disc Y}. We
may choose the corresponding dense sequences in Y so that this sequence
avoids (1ft). if Y = {xl} X D•. This means that the essential Bets of algebras
of type AI; on different sets Yare disjoint. Using the same technique
as before one now constructs a sequence (Bn)~-o of function algebras on
X such that B n+1 is maximal in B n (n;;;.0), B o= O(X) and {'\ B; = {jE O(X):
I IY is analytic on the interior of the discs Y} . Since ((xl, xr)}t and
((yl, yl)). are dense in U by Osgood's lemma ([5], p . 2), ('\ Bn=A(X) .
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